
“Military transformation,” as it is being implemented un-
Rumsfeld vs. LaRouche der Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld, places great em-

phasis on information-age technologies to replace the massed
forces of the industrial age; to increase the speed and lethality
of employed forces while shrinking their logistical tail. Dur-
ing the early phase of the U.S. operation in Afghanistan,‘Military Transformation’
Rumsfeld was fond of pointing to U.S. special forces troops—
riding horseback, using satellite radios and global positioningOrStrategicDefense
system (GPS) receivers to call in air strikes from 40-year-old
B-52’s dropping GPS-guided bombs—as an example of whatby Carl Osgood
military transformation means. Two years later, however, the
political situation in Afghanistan remains unstable, and the

In July of 1942, Gen. Douglas MacArthur was faced with ousted Taliban appears to be regaining strength in some parts
of the country.the task of preventing a Japanese invasion of Australia with

almost no forces, and little promised in the way of reinforce- The U.S. invasion of Iraq is also given as proof that trans-
formation works. Gen. Tommy Franks, who, as commanderments, such that many lower ranking officers in his own com-

mand felt that the invasionwas inevitable.MacArthurdecided of U.S. Central Command, led the invasion, has often been
quoted saying that it was the “most joint” military operationthat the only way to defend Australia was to attack the Japa-

nese before they could consolidate a strong position in New he’d ever seen in his career. In other words, the services
worked the more closely together than they ever had. Indeed,Guinea, the easternmost island of what was then called the

Dutch East Indies. However, to the east and southeast, the one of the goals of transformation is to integrate the services
seamlessly, rather than have to expend effort to keep each oneJapanese had already built large bases in Bougainville, New

Britain, New Georgia Island, and in the Solomon Islands. out of the other’s way. Iraq is also seen as another triumph of
the use of precision-guided munitions and the networking ofMembers of MacArthur’s own staff fretted that attacking

these bases would be well-nigh impossible. He explained that, combat forces together so that commanders always knew
what was happening anywhere in the theater of operations; asrather than attacking these strong points, he intended to “en-

velop them, incapacitate them, apply the ‘hit’em where they well as the integrating of different types of forces together in
different parts of the country simultaneously.ain’t, let’em die on the vine’ philosophy.”

Throughout the New Guinea campaign, MacArthur used While the major combat phase of the operation may have
“succeeded,” the subsequent occupation of Iraq has donehis air forces, and naval power when it was available to him,

to land ground forces behind the Japanese strong points, en- nothing to strengthen the argument that the United States can
transform the Middle East using this kind of military force—abling him to isolate them, cut them off and make them irrele-

vant. Where it was necessary to do so, this strategy simplified assome, suchas formerchairman of the DefensePolicy Board
Richard Perle, argued so strenuously prior to the invasion.the task of destroying Japanese forces; and where it was not

necessary, they simply “died on the vine.” MacArthur carried
this philosophy through to the liberation of the Philippines,The Blitzkrieg Model

The engineering, so to speak, of transformation is donewhich he had identified as key to strangling Japan economi-
cally, because its war industries depended, heavily, on the by the U.S. Joint Forces Command (JFCom), headquartered

in Norfolk, Virginia. JFCom’s work focusses on the develop-raw materials that it was extracting from Indonesia, and those
shipping routes could be blocked easily from the Philippines. ment and implementation of joint operational conceptions,

such as operational net assessment, effects-based operations,MacArthur applied the new technologies that matured during
the 1930s—most notably, the airplane—to aid in effecting and rapid decisive operations; concepts that were tested in the

last year’s Millennium Challenge 2002 exercise. JFCom’sthe strategic goal of bringing the war to an end as rapidly as
possible on terms most beneficial to both sides. concept developers will argue that transformation is not so

much about technology as it is about military concepts, and
the people who will employ those concepts. Since Millen-What Is Military Transformation?

Today, the technology of warfare is changing as rapidly nium Challenge, JFCom’s efforts have turned to developing
a new set of concepts, sort of a second phase of transforma-as it did during the period between the two World Wars, and

bringing with it fundamental changes in the conduct of war. tion. This effort is the focus of a series of war games that
JFCom is co-sponsoring with the services. The series beganBut what is the strategic outlook that is driving the present

transformation of the military? Is rebuilding the military with last Spring’s Unified Quest war game at the U.S. Army
War College, continued with Unified Course at the Naval Wararound “information-age” technologies, special forces, and

precision-guided munitions serving the same strategic goal College from Oct. 6-9, and will continue in 2004 with similar
games with the Marines and the Air Force.that MacArthur set for himself in the Southwest Pacific?
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General Douglas MacArthur in
Melbourne, Australia in 1942.
His campaign from there, of
enveloping attacks around and
behind Japanese forces,
avoided the mass-slaughter of
head-on attacks, and evinced
the method of strategic defense
he used successfully through to
the liberation of the
Philippines. His was the
traditional intention in fighting
war, to make the most
successful peace; the opposite
of the objective of the
advocates of “military
transformation.”

JFCom is working on what Dave Ozolek, assistant direc- Blitzkrieg as a model for how a military can be changed. It
was through the efforts of Generals Hans von Seekt and Heinztor for joint experimentation in its Joint Experimentation di-

rectorate, described to EIR in an Aug. 7 interview as a “ four- Guderian, he wrote, that the Germans “ leveraged” the new
technologies of the tank, the airplane, and radio communica-path approach” to transformation—the first of which is the

concept development approach described above. The second tions “with new organizations and doctrine, to develop more
effective warfighting capabilities. Thus the development ofpart is interoperability, or “making sure the systems that the

services are building truly are built” so that they can, in effect, the Blitzkrieg offers insight into creating change.”
But Coats forgot to mention that not only was the Blitz-talk to each other. The third is joint training, which includes an

effort by JFCom to build a “ joint national training capability.” krieg a tool of an aggressive war policy; it failed as a military
strategy when used against the Soviet Union, an adversaryAmong other things, this would include linking the major

service training ranges together. The fourth piece is JFCom’s with both the will and means to resist.
provision of forces that have the capabilities to conduct the
kind of operations seen in Afghanistan and Iraq. “ It’s also the Platforms Versus Systems

One feature of the transformation debate might be termedroad-map for the way ahead,” explained Ozolek, “and that
will be the process by which we continue to adapt to the “platforms versus systems.” Platforms are the airplanes,

ships, and ground vehicles that deliver weapons, or carrychanges that we see in the operational environment; to the
identification of new threats. . . . Our job is to anticipate what troops into combat. The utopian side of the debate, repre-

sented by such as Andrew Marshall, the Pentagon’s Directorthose challenges are going to be, and to have the capability of
dealing with that challenge ahead of the next enemy’s ability of Net Assessment, maintains that the systems are more

important than the platforms. The systems provide the intelli-to operate that way.”
The process of experimentation used by JFCom dates gence, reconnaissance, command and control, and communi-

cations of the weapons and forces that are taken into combatback to 1997, when Senators Joseph Lieberman (D-Conn.)
and Dan Coats (R-Ind.) inserted language into the 1998 De- by the airplanes, ships, and ground vehicles. They argue that

the investment in those systems is far more important thanfense Authorization bill, calling for a “ joint experimentation”
capability to develop the basis for the concepts that are now any investment in platforms. Secretary Rumsfeld’s decision

to kill the Army’s Crusader artillery system in 2002 is anassociated with “ transformation.” In a 1997 article published
in the Joint Forces Quarterly, Coats offered the German example of the “systems” outlook prevailing over the “plat-
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forms” outlook.
Some of the most thoughtful critique of transforming the

Defense Secretarymilitary in this direction has come, most notably, from the
Donald Rumsfeld’sU.S. Army, which has been a particular target of Rumsfeld’s
pet “militaryvitriol. One indication of this were the remarks of Col. transformation”

Douglas McGregor, a senior research fellow at the Center has substituted the
for Technology and National Security Policy at the National military uses of

information-ageDefense University, at an all-day Oct. 15 forum on military
artificialtransformation sponsored by the Heritage Foundation. Fol-
intelligence, for thelowing half a day of remarks from other speakers on the im- military uses of

portance of networks, MacGregor declared, “We are irratio- human intelligence
nally exuberant about non-existent technology!” He and mission-

orientation. Theacknowledged that networks have tremendous potential for
reason is the intent,military operations. “The problem is,” he said, “we can’ t get
or purpose, of thethe network at the National Defense University to stay up for vaunted military

any length of time.” Nor will the network, contrary to the transformation
assertions of the utopians, confer perfect knowledge of the doctrine: To fight

pre-emptive war,enemy on its users.
nuclear war,So, McGregor’s advice to commanders in the field is to
perpetual war.bet on their weapons systems, their platforms, and above all,

the human potential of their organizations, including training
and good battle drills, “because the technology will periodi-
cally fail.” He demonstrated that there are times when the the mess afterwards. However, as the campaign progressed,

the fighting shifted from the Taliban to hardened, well-only thing to go into battle with is a tank, because its armor-
protected fire power is sometimes all that can get the job done. trained, and well-motivated al-Qaeda fighters, who were very

competent at using the mountainous terrain for cover andMcGregor also took on the issue of benchmarking, in
response to EIR’s question on JFCom’s “Lessons Learned” concealment. During Operation Anaconda in March of 2002,

for example, about 50% of the enemy fighting positions re-study of the Iraq war. He said that the problem in examining
these operations is, “We have trouble listening to the people mained undiscovered until U.S. troops drew fire from them.

They could not be detected by airborne and satellite recon-who actually fight.” He noted that both the Army and the
Marines have thousands of combat-experienced troops “who naissance, and therefore, could not be targetted by long range

precision strikes. The only method by which they could becan do more for transformation than anyone else in uniform,
if we listen to them.” The problem, he said, is that when destroyed was by close combat.

Addressing the House Armed Services Committee onsomeone at the top gets a “vision,” and says “ this is how we
can make things work,” then everyone feels obligated to try Oct. 20, Biddle warned—perhaps with the German Blitz-

krieg example in mind—that the combination of skills andto make it work, “even if it doesn’ t make any sense.”
Instead, McGregor said, “We’ve got to come up with a technology the U.S. employed in Iraq “would probably not

produce comparable results against a more skilled oppo-series of ideas, different organizational structures; when it
comes to equipment, different prototypes. Don’ t sink $9 bil- nent.” He said that a skilled force the size of the Iraqi Army

in March of 2003, would have required a much higher trooplion into some platform [referring to the Army’s Stryker
wheeled combat vehicle] that somebody liked. Run some level to destroy, and would have inflicted much greater

losses. “This is because skilled militaries can survive stand-number of these prototypes, organize it differently, employ
it, test it, come back; and make a decision as to whether or not off precision engagement, and compel close combat on terms

unfavorable to us, as al-Qaeda has already demonstrated toyou want to go forward. Learn what you can and go into new
prototypes, new pieces of equipment and new organizations us in 2001-2002 in Afghanistan; and because such close

combat, even with modern technology, is inherently danger-as deemed necessary.”
Prof. Stephen Biddle of the U.S. Army War College has ous and labor intensive.”

done studies of the combat operations in both Afghanistan
and Iraq, focussing, in particular, on the effectiveness of long- Artificial vs. Human Intelligence

Another instructive critique was published on Oct. 23, byrange precision strikes in different circumstances. He told the
Heritage forum that in the early phase of the Afghanistan the Army’s Center for Army Lessons Learned, based at Fort

Leavenworth, Kansas—focussing on intelligence and fireoperation, the Taliban militias were poorly trained and poorly
motivated, and were easily defeated by the use of precision- support to the ground combat operation in Iraq. The team

examined the use of unmanned air vehicles as intelligenceguided weapons called in by combat controllers on the
ground. The Northern Alliance was then sufficient to mop up platforms; the management of intelligence collection efforts;
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“During the early phase of the
U.S. operation in Afghanistan,
Rumsfeld was fond of pointing
to U.S. special forces troops—
riding horseback, using
satellite radios and global
positioning system (GPS)
receivers to call in air strikes
from 40-year-old B-52’s
dropping GPS-guided bombs—
as an example of what military
transformation means.”

and the training and utilization of intelligence assets, among findings, is that ground forces are not trained to use intelli-
gence effectively, leading to a lack of thinking or missionother things. Its findings on the use of intelligence included

the following: orientation. Given that, the over-abundance of real-time intel-
ligence provided by super-sophisticated technology is not as• Intelligence collection is poorly managed, because the

officer responsible “had only a general understanding of the effective as Rumsfeld and his co-thinkers claim.
collection management process and a very limited under-
standing of the capabilities and limitations of the assets he What Is the Mission of War?

While the tactical considerations raised by both MacGre-was tasking.”
• Junior military intelligence officers and enlisted sol- gor and Biddle can be life-or-death issues for soldiers engaged

in combat, it is the strategic policy of the administration indiers showed poorly developed skills. They did not under-
stand the targetting process, had weak intelligence-briefing power that determines whether or not they go to war, and if

they do, for what purpose. MacGregor described the Bushskills, little to no analytical skills, and were unable to develop
the intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance plan. They Administration policy as one of “ joint global expeditionary

warfare.” In other words, Macgregor said, “we will projectlacked the fundamentals of collection management. The re-
port concluded that no one takes responsibility for the training the military power of our active component forces overseas

to the places where the enemy lives, and attack him on his ownof these junior soldiers after they leave the Intelligence Center
and School at Fort Huachuca, Ariz. ground.” At the same time, the homeland will be defended by

“a mix of civil and military capabilities.”• Tactical human intelligence teams are not providing
the support they should be. There are 69 such teams in Iraq In practice, this has meant an attack on Afghanistan—

ostensibly in response to the Sept. 11, 2001 attacks on Newand the investigators determined that these teams should be
submitting about 120 reports per day to the Human Intelli- York and Washington—and an unprovoked invasion of Iraq

for reasons that have proven not to be truthful. In reality,gence Operations Cell (HOC). Instead, the teams are sending
in only about 30, because of “ the lack of guidance and focus the purpose of both operations has been an imperial war

policy first written by then-Secretary of Defense Dick Che-provided by the HOC.”
• There are too few translators available, and they are ney and others back in 1991, and promoted in the interim

by a collection of right-wing Washington-based think-tanksoften poorly utilized. Nor do soldiers using interpreters have
the proper training and experience for the cultures they’ re led by the American Enterprise Institute. As EIR has pre-

viously documented, this is a recipe for perpetual, Clash ofoperating in.
The overarching conclusion to be drawn from the team’s Civilizations warfare.
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What, in fact, is a constitutionally tolerable concept of least. It is exemplified by that section of West Point graduates
associated with President Polk’s war with Mexico, which sup-warfare for the United States? As Lyndon LaRouche has re-

peatedly reminded, in the republic military tradition, “The plied the core of the military organization for the Confeder-
acy. With a deeper probing of that aspect of our nationalmission of war is peace.” The only legitimate reason for going

to war is to secure the conditions for a durable peace, just as history, the stink grows worse; the Confederacy’s adopted
tradition of the Swiss mercenary Jomini, reflects Jomini’sMacArthur had oriented his strategy not only for his conduct

of the war in the Pacific, but also his post-war occupation association with and against Napoleon Bonaparte. Jomini is
an expression of the Martinist/Synarchist freemasonic cultof Japan.

Such a strategic outlook cannot be served by Cheney’s which conducted the French Revolution of July 14, 1789
through 1815; of Napoleon III; of Spanish Carlism; all theimperial war policy, but rather, only by the application of

strategic defense. LaRouche described MacArthur’s conduct way through such creatures as Mussolini, Hitler, Franco, et
al., and the U.S. and Israeli neo-conservatives of today. Theof the war in the Pacific as “ the most brilliant case-history of

the military-strategic applications of the principles of strate- Confederacy was a fascist dictatorship; it was the ideology of
Napoleon Bonaparte’s family and veterans in the U.S.A., andgic defense in my lifetime.”

LaRouche further emphasized that the only constitution- the coincident influence of Murat, all of which played a crucial
direct role as participation in both the Confederacy and theally tolerable military policy of the United States “ is the adop-

tion of the overall-ruling, long mission of fostering the bring- filibustering operations preceding it.
Lincoln’s mobilization for war is a reflection of the princi-ing into being of a global community of principle among

sovereign nation-states.” Corollary to this is the principle of ples of strategic defense. General MacArthur’s direction of
the war in the Pacific is—apart from errors which had a con-the flank, which “expresses . . . the ability of the individual

human mind to discover and employ efficiently a newly dis- trary direction, such as the unnecessary assault on Iwo Jima—
the most brilliant case-history of the military-strategic appli-covered, or neglected universal principle, of physical science

or Classical artistic culture.” cations of the principles of strategic defense during my
lifetime.The natural advantage of the individual human mind is

the source of technology, and MacArthur was able to absorb The concept of strategic defense took root in France in
the roles of Cardinal Mazarin and Jean-Baptiste Colbert; inthat advantage into his grand strategic outlook of winning the

peace. This is the difference between “strategic defense,” and Mazarin’s leading role in bringing about the 1648 Treaty of
Westphalia; and Colbert’s opposition, as a great economicCheney’s and Rumsfeld’s transformation of the military for

a world of perpetual war. nation-builder, to the Fronde-ist follies of that virtual Mithra-
cultist “Sun King” Louis XIV, who prefigured the imperial
tyranny of Bonaparte.

Vauban was notable for Monge’s pupil Carnot as an ex-
ample of the method of strategic defense applied successfullyANote on Principles
by Vauban during the wars of Louis XIV. I have walked
through the fortress city of Neuf Breisach; for the technologyOf StrategicDefense
of artillery in use during the early Eighteenth Century, the
city, still intact and functioning, was an exemplary work ofby Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr.
genius in application of strategic defense. Those two Vauban
fortresses in Southeastern France prevented the Austrian pen-

Formally, the concept of strategic defense dates from Lazare etration of France during that time, and supplied the most
formidable resistance to the Prussian-German forces duringCarnot’s paper known as the “Homage to Vauban.” This was

developed from that point on by Carnot; and by the Gerhard the Franco-Prussian War. The Maginot Line, as originally
conceived—but misused by the foolish French commandScharnhorst who was a graduate of Moses Mendelssohn’s

program for training of candidate officers and a student of the later—was a reflection of the exemplary work on strategic
defense of Vauban and Carnot.example of Carnot’s leadership; and by the related work of the

École Polytechnique (e.g., Chaptal, et al.), in French military
affairs during 1792-94. In U.S. post-1814 military history, Republican Military Policy Today

Now, with the advent of nuclear and comparable technol-this tradition was fused with the lessons of the American
experience in the colonies, and during the Revolutionary War. ogy, the conception of warfare should have undergone a

revolutionary change from that of modern history until 1940-Thence, West Point represented two conflicting traditions:
the one incorporating the lessons of the Carnot-Scharnhorst 42 (e.g., Stalingrad). World War II was fought and won, in

both Europe and the Pacific, by the Anglo-American-Soviettradition; the opposite, that of Bernard Jomini, the Swiss mer-
cenary general. allies through application of the kind of strategic defense

expressed by the successfully applied design, by von Wolzo-Jomini’s influence in the U.S.A. is ironical, to say the
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